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USB Charger/ 
Tamper-Resistant 
Receptacle
More Charging 
Power in Less Time!

Cat. No. T5630

Compatibility
The Leviton USB Charger/Tamper- 
Resistant Receptacle is compatible  
with a wide range of electronic devices 
including, but not limited to, the following:

- iPad®

- iPhone®

- iPod®

- Tablets

- Mobile Phones

-  Blackberry®, 
Android Phones

-  Galaxy TabTM

- Nintendo 3DSTM

- PlayStation® Vita

- BluetoothTM Headsets

- Digital Cameras

- KindleTM, Nook e-readers

- GPS

- Much More

Use of third-party branded products in this material does 
not indicate endorsement; iPad, iPhone, iPod, Galaxy Tab, 
Blackberry, Nintendo, Playstation, Bluetooth and Kindle 

are the trademarks of their respective owners.



Leviton’s USB Charger/Tamper-Resistant Receptacle offers a ground-breaking 2.1A of  
charging power and a 15A/125V NEC® compliant Tamper-Resistant Receptacle. For the  
ultimate in convenience, this state-of-the-art device has the capability to charge up to  
two USB powered electronic devices simultaneously utilizing the USB Ports, leaving the 
receptacle free for additional power needs. The USB Ports, Type A, 2.0/3.0, are controlled by 
a smart chip which recognizes and optimizes the charging power of your device. Engineered 
for compatibility with the latest technology, the Leviton USB Charger/Tamper-Resistant 
Receptacle is designed to charge tablets*, smart and mobile phones, gaming devices, 
e-readers and a host of other electronic devices.

The Leviton USB Charger/Tamper-Resistant Receptacle is strategically designed with  
two vertical USB Ports which provide additional space to maneuver the charging cords  
and reduce stress on the cables while charging.

Performance and Safety
-  Perfect for residential and light commercial applications including kitchens,  

bedrooms, home offices, hotels, airports, office cubicles, college dorm rooms –  
anywhere you wish to combine functionality with style 

-  Features Leviton’s NEC® compliant Tamper-Resistant Receptacle. The receptacle’s 
shutter mechanism is designed to block access to the contacts from most foreign 
objects for improved safety

-  Certified to the applicable U.S. and Canadian Standards by Underwriters Laboratories 
(UL), the leading safety agency in the industry, and comes with a five-year limited  
product warranty

*USB Ports are not intended to charge two tablets simultaneously.
If the devices combined power requirements exceed the power capacity of the USB Ports, the charger will automatically shut 
down to protect your devices. To charge two tablets use the high power USB Port and the Tamper-Resistant Receptacle.

Outstanding Features for all your Charging Needs 

-   Two strategically placed USB Ports with a combined power of  
2.1A provide more charging capacity. The higher power port is  
ideal for charging tablets and other high draw devices

-   Contains a smart chip for optimal charging of individual devices

-   Compact design fits in a standard wallbox, is compatible  
with standard wallplates and can be multi-ganged with other  
standard Leviton devices

-   Back and side wired for easy installation

-   Tamper-Resistant Receptacle blocks access to the contacts  
from most foreign objects for improved safety

-   Contemporary and aesthetically pleasing design available 
in White and Light Almond

Shown with Leviton’s Mobile Device Station.
Cat. No. 47112


